When can professional sport recommence safely during the COVID-19 pandemic? Risk assessment and factors to consider
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The COVID-19 pandemic has had, and will have, profound effects on every person on earth. Measures advocated by the WHO and put in place by national governments, businesses and individuals will save millions of lives, but current movement restrictions (ie, various degrees of lockdown) cannot continue indefinitely. The activity restrictions imposed by governments are designed to reduce human-to-human transmission; they buy time and allow international collaboration between governments and internally to build and allocate the resources and systems to

1. Test: every suspected case where testing is merited and available while having effective prevention strategies in place.
2. Trace: follow up all confirmed cases of COVID-19 and contact trace every relevant contact to identify and cut off transmission.
3. Treat: manage all cases effectively, with adequate intensive care unit capacity, ventilators and staff.

Rightly, professional sport has been placed on hold during the COVID-19 pandemic. The WHO (#BeActive) and many governments continue to promote certain types of moderate physical activity for the benefits it confers on the immune system and physical and mental health.1–4 Sport has health, social and economic benefits for individuals and society, and when the COVID-19 pandemic is better ‘controlled’, it may be appropriate to reintroduce community sport and professional sport. In this editorial, we opine on what needs to be in place for professional sport to recommence.

EMERGING FROM LOCKDOWN: PUBLIC HEALTH

The relaxation of movement/activity/business restrictions is likely to happen over a gradual period, and time frames will differ across nations and even within nations. The following is expected1:

- Lockdowns will be lifted strategically and in a stepwise fashion; the effects of easing will be carefully monitored, given the 2-week latency between actions (eg, allowing more social engagement) and outcomes (no change in infection rates or an increase in cases).
- Countries and/or regions with lower community transmission of cases will begin easing restrictions before those with higher community transmission.
- Physical distancing and enhanced standards of personal hygiene will continue longer term. Some, like regular handwashing, should be part of routine behaviour forever.
- Risk assessment (systematically looking at risk and potential consequence of COVID-19) and control measures designed to eliminate, reduce or minimise the risks will be used.6–8

RISK ASSESSMENT OF SPORTING EVENTS

Mass gatherings such as a large number of participants and particularly crowds attending sporting events likely increase risk of transmission of COVID-19.9 Additionally, there are some sports (eg, golf and time trial cycling) where social distancing is possible, and others (eg, football and rugby) where it is not practical. Travel (use of airports and hotels) can also increase risk, although this may be no different from travel on other business. If professional sport is to return in the near future, event organisers must accept that assessment of risk must be undertaken and measures put in place to ensure any risks from the event are less than the benefits.

The WHO highlights five key factors in determining risk10:

Figure 1 Risk analysis for English Premier League football hosted in April.
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Editorial

Will the event be held in a country that has documented active local transmission of COVID-19 (community spread)?
Will the event be held in a single venue or multiple venues/cities/countries?
Will the event include international participants (athletes and spectators) from countries that have documented active local transmission of COVID-19 (community spread)?
Will the event include a significant number of participants (athletes or spectators) at higher risk of severe COVID-19 disease (eg, people over 65 years of age or people with underlying health conditions)?
Will the event include sports that are considered at higher risk of spread for COVID-19 (eg, contact sports)?

We illustrate in figure 1 that, for a non-closed doors, English Premier League football match, played in April, the risk is very high, and the match should not proceed regardless of government policies, which at present would also preclude it going ahead.

Once the risk assessment is conducted, event organisers should refer to mitigation measures to see where these considerations can be incorporated into the planning of the events to further decrease the risk of spread of COVID-19. If, for example, a match was postponed to August, was played behind closed doors, substantial but achievable mitigations including enhanced hygiene, social distancing where practical, the ability to test and contact trace were put in place and transmission was (for illustration) present but significantly less in the host country, then the risk from that event can be reduced to low. Players would need to have time to gain fitness prior to matches resuming. Discussion with government, local health authorities, event organisers and the participants could take place, regarding suitability to proceed and what other controls can further decrease risk (figure 2).

If community transmission is low and adequate risk mitigation procedures are in place, the overall risk can be very low. This could apply to a local golf competition, where the sport is outdoors, social distancing is possible, and participants are <65 years old, fit and well. Key measures to decrease risk of COVID-19 at sporting events are illustrated in figure 3.

We suggest the following documents can serve as a guide to those undertaking risk assessments for events within their sports:

► WHO key planning recommendations for mass gatherings.6
► WHO considerations for sports federations/sports event organisers when planning mass gatherings in the context of COVID-19.7
► WHO mass gathering sporting risk assessment.8

If sporting events return, close liaison with the participants, local/national government and public health authorities is necessary. Event organisers must
1. Minimise risk of transmission for all groups of sporting event participants.
2. Work to ensure readily available accurate testing while not taking these from health systems that need them most.
3. Be able to accurately contact trace.

Further important steps include individual sporting bodies producing guidance regarding return to training postrestrictions, policies and procedures for testing, and management of players diagnosed with COVID-19, recognising the science is fast evolving.

CONCLUSION
Professional sport, as well as its resumption, is a secondary concern in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic globally. However, international collaboration can be incorporated into the planning of the events to further decrease the risk of spread of COVID-19. If, for example, a match was postponed to August, was played behind closed doors, substantial but achievable mitigations including enhanced hygiene, social distancing where practical, the ability to test and contact trace were put in place and transmission was (for illustration) present but significantly less in the host country, then the risk from that event can be reduced to low. Players would need to have time to gain fitness prior to matches resuming. Discussion with government, local health authorities, event organisers and the participants could take place, regarding suitability to proceed and what other controls can further decrease risk (figure 2).

If community transmission is low and adequate risk mitigation procedures are in place, the overall risk can be very low. This could apply to a local golf competition, where the sport is outdoors, social distancing is possible, and participants are <65 years old, fit and well. Key measures to decrease risk of COVID-19 at sporting events are illustrated in figure 3.

We suggest the following documents can serve as a guide to those undertaking risk assessments for events within their sports:

► WHO key planning recommendations for mass gatherings.6
► WHO considerations for sports federations/sports event organisers when planning mass gatherings in the context of COVID-19.7
► WHO mass gathering sporting risk assessment.8

If sporting events return, close liaison with the participants, local/national government and public health authorities is necessary. Event organisers must
1. Minimise risk of transmission for all groups of sporting event participants.
2. Work to ensure readily available accurate testing while not taking these from health systems that need them most.
3. Be able to accurately contact trace.

Further important steps include individual sporting bodies producing guidance regarding return to training postrestrictions, policies and procedures for testing, and management of players diagnosed with COVID-19, recognising the science is fast evolving.

CONCLUSION
Professional sport, as well as its resumption, is a secondary concern in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic globally. However, international collaboration...
has enabled major sporting events to proceed during WHO declared public health emergencies, including Vancouver 2010 Olympic Games during the H1N1 pandemic, and Rio 2016 Olympic Games during the Zika outbreak. We should start planning to resume sporting events, given the health, social and economic benefits of professional sport and the substantial planning and work required prior to any resumptions. In this editorial, we build on WHO guidance and tools and discuss the factors and risk assessments which should be in place prior to sport returning.
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